Meeting was called to order at 4:00PM by Tony Tauber.

- **Key Dates**
  - CFP Opens for NANOG 66: 10/27/2015
  - CFP Deadline #1: Presentation Abstracts Due: 11/30/2015
  - CFP Deadline #2: Presentation Slides Due: 01/04/2016
  - NANOG Highlights Page Posted: 12/18/2015
  - CFP Topic List Posted: 12/18/2015
  - Meeting Agenda Posted: 01/11/2016
  - Speaker FINAL presentations to PC Tool: 02/03/2016
  - Lightning Talk Submissions Open: 02/07/2016

- **Assignment of Shepherds:**
  - 66.42 - Tony Tauber
  - 66.43 - Krassimir Tzvetanov
  - 66.44 - Tony Tauber
  - 66.45 - Greg Hankins
  - 66.46 - Philippe Couture
  - 66.47 - Krassimir Tzvetanov

- **NANOG 66 Talks Review**
  - 66.1 - Accepted
    - Possible Track
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- 66.5 - Accepted
  - Possible Peering Track
- 66.8 - Needs Slides & Additional Review
- 66.12 - Accepted
- 66.15 - Accepted
- 66.18 - Accepted
- 66.23 - Accepted
  - Confirmed Track
- 66.26 - Please Vote
- 66.27 - Please Vote
- 66.28 - Please Vote
- 66.35 - Pending confirmation of panelists
- 66.39 - Possible Peering Track
- 66.41 - Please Vote
- 66.44 - Please Vote
- 66.47 - Possible Tutorial